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Document 7.7 William Henry Morgan, Personal Reminiscences of the War (1911) 
 
William Morgan was a Confederate Lieutenant and described in his memoir the harsh environmental conditions 
for soldiers, including the summer heat, the winter snow, the muddy roads, and the fear that nightime animal 
sounds in camp might be enemy soldiers signaling to one another. He describes the destruction of the 
environment, too, as the bark of pine trees is scraped off to reveal useful sap and trees are lit on fire by marching 
soldiers. But he also focuses on the beauty and mystery of the southern landscape, its hanging gray moss, wild 
woods and screaming nighthawks all like “scenes described in fairy tales.” 
 
The service on the Peninsula was arduous and disagreeable; in the muddy trenches, or back in the woods, lying on 
the rain-soaked ground, or marching along the cut-up and muddy roads, was trying indeed, and caused no little 
sickness among the troops. Harvey Bailey, of Company C, died of disease while here. One night while the regiment 
lay back in the woods, the men sleeping on their arms, that is, every man lying with his gun by his side, instead of 
being stacked, there was a night alarm, with sharp musketry firing along the trenches; all were aroused and under 
arms in a moment. It was a cloudy, pitch-dark night, and we did not know what the trouble was. Just as firing 
ceased the hooting of a big owl was heard in the distance. “There now,” was whispered along the lines, “we are cut 
off; that is a Yankee signal.” Nothing came of it, however, except a good scare. When soldiers are thus suddenly 
aroused at night by a call to arms, it causes a chilling sensation, and they shake like one with the “buck ague.” 
 
….General Johnston, getting information that McClellan was preparing to send a force by transports up York River 
to West Point, and which he, Johnston, had no means of preventing, and thus get in his rear between him and 
Richmond, it was determined to evacuate the Yorktown line of defense. Accordingly, about the 3rd or 4th of May, 
1862, the trenches were evacuated and the whole army began falling back up the Peninsula, the wagons and 
artillery in front. The Yankees made a landing at West Point, but were driven back to their transports by a force 
sent to meet them. As we marched up the Peninsula we could hear the booming of the big guns in this fight. 
 
The roads were in wretched condition, muddy and badly cut up by the long trains of wagons and artillery, making 
the march very trying and disagreeable, for it rained nearly every day about this time. No one who has not marched 
on foot behind army wagon and artillery trains has any conception of what muddy roads are. Horses and mules 
were sometimes literally buried in the mud and left to perish, or shot dead on the spot. 
 
It is surprising how much fatigue and hardship men can stand when put to it. Soldiers were often put to the 
supreme test of endurance, and, no doubt, many an old Confederate soldier often says to himself, “How did we 
stand these long, tiresome marches, through the rain and the mud of spring, through the dust and heat of summer, 
and midst snow and ice of winter, often poorly shod, scantily clothed, and on short, very short rations, often none 
at all.” A man can stand more than a horse. But the Confederate soldiers did stand these things, enduring more, 
perhaps, than any soldiers ever endured before. 
 
….We lived pretty well while marching and tramping around through the swamps and sands of Eastern North 
Carolina, but some of the marches were very trying. In places the roadbed were worn down a foot or two; in rainy 
weather the roads would be full of mud and water half-leg deep, through which we tramped for miles on a stretch, 
the roadside being closely bordered with thick-growing bushes and intertwining vines; it was impossible to avoid 
the slush and water. Often when a particularly muddy stretch of road, or a big, deep, mudhole was encountered, 
some wag would call out, “Boys you have been looking for a soft place, here it is.” By the “soft place” was meant an 
easy bomb-proof detail, where there was no fighting, picket or guard duty to perform. 
 
Some of these marches were made in the night time, when the men would splash and flounder through the mud, 
some swearing, some laughing and cracking jokes, and ever and anon, the “Bonnie Blue Flag,” “Dixie,” or some 
other patriotic song would be started, when the woodland would ring for miles with the songs, and the echoes go 
rolling through the swamps and marshes. In some sections the roads ran through high and dry lands, the roadbeds 
filled with loose, white sand, over which the marching was very laborious; sometimes through the long-leaf pine 
turpentine orchards, as they were called — great forests of tall pines, the bark from two sides of the trees being 
scraped off, with steel-bladed knives on long poles, many feet from the ground, so that when the sap rises it exudes 
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freely, running down the trunks of the trees into deep notches near the ground, cut with long-bladed axes, made for 
the purpose, and then dipped out into buckets and conveyed to the turpentine distillery. 
 
During the winter these scraped-off surfaces are incrusted with dried rosin, which burns freely when set on fire, the 
blaze running up the trees many feet. On these night marches sometimes the soldiers would apply the torch to the 
rosin-covered trees along the roadside, when the woods and country around would be lighted up, the flames 
leaping up the tall pines to the very tops; the long, gray moss hanging in festoons from the branches of the live oaks 
interspersed among the pines, the glare of the long streaks of flame reflecting on the white sand, scintillating like 
carpets woven of silver threads and sprinkled with tiny diamonds; the gloom off in the woods beyond the 
penetration of the light, and anon the hooting of the big owl and the scream of the nighthawk — all brought to 
mind scenes described in fairy tales, where witches and goblins in fantastic attire and shapes participate in high 
carnival, reveling with kindred spirits in some vale of tangled wild-wood, deep hidden and embossed in the gloom, 
save for the glare of the torches of the devotees — while the gray lines of the soldiers, like grim spectral figures 
stalking along betwixt the blazing trees, the red lights flashing from their burnished muskets and bayonets, 
reflected on their begrimed faces, resembled gigantic and uncanny figures moving amidst the flames of some 
plutorion realm. 
 
Source: William Henry Morgan, Personal Reminiscences of the War of 1861–5 (Lynchburg: J.P. Bell, 1911), 98–100, 
177–179. 
 


